Abstract-This paper proposes an adaptive flux observer for induction motors, where stator and rotor resistances are estimated in online environments. The variation of motor parameters during operation degrades the performance of the controller and the flux observer. Among the parameters of induction motors, rotor resistance is a crucial one for flux estimation, and stator resistance also becomes critical in the low-speed region. Under the persistent excitation condition, the proposed method estimates the actual values of stator and rotor resistances simultaneously, which guarantees the exact estimation of the rotor flux. The persistent excitation condition is not satisfied when the electric torque of an induction motor is absent due to the lack of rotor currents. Even in this case, the proposed method achieves the correct estimation of the rotor flux. Simulations and actual experiments show that the rotor flux is estimated in all operating conditions and that both resistances converge to their actual values when the electrical motor torque exists.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NDUCTION motors are widely used in industrial application areas due to their simple mechanical structure and easy maintenance. However, it is known that the control of induction motors is relatively difficult compared to other kinds of motors, such as direct-current motors and synchronous motors. To solve this problem and achieve high performance, field-oriented control schemes have been developed, in which torque and flux can be separately controlled [1] . In addition, to overcome the coupling between torque and flux in field-oriented control, feedback linearization control schemes have been proposed [2] .
Most control schemes require accurate information on fluxes and parameters. Although the flux of induction motors can be directly measured by Hall sensors or sensing coils, problems remain, such as degradation in mechanical robustness, increased cost, increased volume, and so on. Therefore, flux is usually estimated with measured stator currents, stator voltages, and motor speed by using the current model for rotor fluxes or the voltage model for stator fluxes. To acquire more accurate flux information, both models can be effectively combined by using the current model in the low-speed region and the voltage model in the high-speed region [4] . However, since the flux observer is basically dependent on the motor model, variation in parameters inevitably leads to flux estimation error. One of the solutions to reduce the estimation error is to design an adaptive flux observer compensating for the variation. Among the parameters, rotor resistance varies mainly depending on temperature and the skin effect during operation, and since it is a critical parameter in flux estimation, numerous online identification schemes dealing with it have been proposed. Most methods are basically based on the model reference adaptation, which uses two different evaluation functions using the same values for the reactive power, flux, etc. [5] - [7] . One function is dependent on rotor resistance and the other is not. Therefore, the difference between evaluation functions can be used for the identification of rotor resistance. To compensate for rotor resistance variation during control, some adaptive feedback linearization control methods with unknown rotor resistance have been developed [8] - [10] . Adaptive observers have also been derived in [11] - [13] , in which the adaptation laws of parameters are designed so that the estimated stator currents converge to their actual values measured by sensors. Another identification method is to detect the output signal variation invoked by the artificial injection signal [14] , and an extended Kalman filter can also be used for rotor resistance estimation [15] - [18] . All of these methods are based on the assumption that the other motor resistance, that is the stator resistance, is not changed during operation or at least during estimation of the rotor resistance. However, stator resistance does vary depending on temperature and leads to flux estimation errors, especially in the low-speed region [3] . To estimate stator resistance, some online identification schemes have been developed, which are similar to those for rotor resistance using model reference adaptation [19] . In addition, several papers provide online identification schemes for both rotor and stator resistances [6] , [20] , but even in these cases, one parameter is assumed to be constant during the estimation of the other parameter.
In this paper, an adaptive flux observer is developed for the case of simultaneous variation of stator and rotor resistances. The parameter adaptation laws are developed such that the error between estimated currents and measured ones converges to zero. In order to eliminate unknown terms coupled between flux error and resistance error for the adaptation law, we define new states so that their dynamic equation is composed only of known functions. If the persistent excitation condition is satisfied, the proposed method can estimate correct values of stator and rotor resistances as well as rotor flux in the case of simultaneous variation of stator and rotor resistances. If the rotor current does not exist, which means a lack of persistent excitation, the estimation error of rotor resistance might not converge to zero. Such a case occurs when speed and flux are constant without load torque, but even in such a case, the estimate of rotor flux converges to the correct value by the proposed method. We provide the the-0278-0046/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE oretical analysis for the convergence. Through simulations and actual experiments, we verify that the rotor flux is estimated well in all operating conditions and that both resistances converge to their actual values when electric motor torque exists. In addition, we obtain good performance of a field-oriented control for a 3.7-kW induction motor by using the estimated flux and rotor and stator resistances.
II. ADAPTIVE FLUX OBSERVER
The transformation describes a three-phase induction motor as a two-axes coordinate model in a stationary reference frame as (1) when where means the estimated value of each state and parameter. Equation (2) is almost the same as the system model (1) with the exceptions that the estimates of rotor flux and stator and rotor resistances are used instead of actual ones and that additional terms , are introduced. The , will be designed later.
To derive adaptation laws for the unknown parameters, the state errors are defined as (3) and parameter errors are defined as (4) From (1) and (2), the error dynamics are given by (5) The adaptation laws for and and the design functions and should be designed so that the current error dynamics in (5) are asymptotically stable, i.e., the current errors converge to zero. The design functions and must include only known variables. However, it is not straightforward to derive the design functions directly from (5) due to the unknown state error terms multiplied by an unknown parameter such as . To cope with the problem, in this paper, we define new states , instead of flux errors , as Then, rotor flux errors and are rewritten using , as (7) (7) in which and are integrals of the stator currents, that is, and , and because is constant. By applying (7) to (5), the unknown dynamics for , in (5) can be replaced by the known dynamics for , as (8) Since the dynamics of new states , are given by the known functions and , the estimator for the new and can be designed intuitively as (9) (9) Since this estimator could not be said to be asymptotically stable, estimation errors might exist due to the unknown initial value. Fortunately, however, the estimation errors are constants as addressed in the following. Define estimation errors , . From (8) and (9), its dynamics are and for all , which implies that and are constants, i.e., and . Hence, we can design asymptotically stable adaptation laws for and , and the estimator (9) will be redesigned later so that it is asymptotically stable when the persistent excitation condition is satisfied. Applying (7) to the current error dynamics in (5) and replacing and yields the new current error dynamics (10) (10) where .
Now, we design and as in (11) to make the current error dynamics (10) asymptotically stable when parameter errors disappear (11) where , , , and are the estimates of , , , and , respectively, whereas is a positive gain. Then, the current error dynamics can be described in matrix form as (12) where and , , and are defined in (13) and (14) , shown at the bottom of the page. has two kind of elements: parameter errors , , , , , and state errors , . To derive adaptive laws of them, define a Lyapunov function (15) where and , , , , are positive real numbers. Since and are symmetric, the derivative of the Lyapunov function is (16) We choose the updating dynamics of as (17) This yields (18) since is a negative-definite matrix from the definition in (13) . and include an unknown parameter , however, it is canceled while multiplying and . Since , ,
, and , the updating law of is determined as (19) From a component-wise view, the adaptation laws are given as (20) With (2) (2) and (20), and it follows that is bounded. Since and are bounded, is bounded from (12) . From Barbalat's lemma, i.e.,
2) Now, we show parameter convergence with the PE condition. Its derivative is (24) is also bounded, because the derivatives of , , are bounded from (1), (2), and (20) respectively. From (21), , which gives a time instant such that 
This contradicts the assumption that , , hence, is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point. Details are given in [21, pp. 367-370]. 3) If all the parameter errors converge to zero, the flux error dynamics shown in the first two equations of (5) are transformed to (28)
Thus, we prove that flux error also exponentially converges to zero. Consider the function ; its derivative is negative semidefinite. This guarantees that . Since and are also bounded from (28), from Barbalat's lemma, and .
Remark 1: Parameter Adaptation:
Among the estimated parameters, , , and should be positive values. This can be guaranteed using a simple projection algorithm that the previous estimated value is used if a negative estimated value occurs where , , and denote the estimates of the projection algorithm.
Remark 2: Flux Estimation Without Rotor Currents:
If rotor currents do not exist, the terms related with rotor resistance in (1) disappear. Therefore, rotor resistance cannot be estimated, which means that the PE condition is not satisfied. Such a situation occurs when motor speed is constant and the flux lies in a constant region with no load torque. Even in that case, however, the proposed method estimates the rotor fluxes correctly only if the estimated rotor resistance is positive constant, which is guaranteed by the projection algorithm. The proof is as follows. If rotor currents are zero, which means that and , flux error dynamic equations are rewritten as (32) (32) The remainder of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 1-3) with instead of . This feature is an original characteristic of the current model based flux observer, and the proposed method maintains it.
Remark 3: Integral of Stator Currents: Since stator currents are sinusoidal waves if a motor rotates in a steady state, their integrals are also sinusoidal waves. Therefore, the assumption that the integrals of stator currents are bounded is reasonable. However, if the motor is in stationary at no load, stator currents are dc values, and the assumption that their integrals are bounded is broken. To avoid this situation, the motor should not remain stationary for a long time interval, or updating given in (20) should be stopped in the zero-frequency region. Even in such a case, flux can be estimated correctly from Remark 2 if rotor currents do not exist. Also, if parameter update restarts, their values converge to actual ones under the satisfaction of PE, since the proposed method is derived on any initial values of states and parameters. 
Remark 4: Adaptation With Zero Initial Value:
The currents and the flux of a motor can be considered to be all zero before control input is applied to a motor. In that case, the proposed observer can be reduced from the 11th order to the 9th order. If the initial values of the flux and its estimates are all zero, those of flux error are also zero, that is, and . In addition, since and from (6), and can be directly estimated by (9) . In other words, if the initial values of currents, flux and its estimates are guaranteed to be all zero, parameter adaptive gains and may be chosen as zero.
III. SIMULATIONS
The proposed estimation algorithm has been simulated for the motor whose data are given in Table I . As a controller, the field-oriented control scheme is used with the assumption that all states including flux and all parameters are known. Rotor flux and parameters estimated by the proposed method are compared to their actual values. Flux reference is set to a rated value 0.42 Wb and speed reference is changed from 0 to a rated speed 1730 r/min at 0.4 s, and the load torque is zero. The estimator works from the startup with the assumption that the initial value of flux is zero and its adaptation gains are chosen as , , , , , and . Fig. 1 is the case of no initial parameter errors, and Fig. 2 is the case with 50% initial error of rotor resistance and 50% initial error of stator resistance. Fig. 3 shows the case of 50% initial error of rotor resistance and 50% initial error of stator resistance. In each figure, (a)-(d) show motor speed and electric torque, stator current errors of the axis, flux errors of the axis, and estimates of stator and rotor resistances, respectively. Every case shows that the stator current errors converge to zero. In Fig. 1 , the estimates of both resistances remain as their initial values, which are actual one. Figs. 2 and 3 show that estimation errors of both resistances exist when the electrical torque is zero in stationary, but as soon as torque is generated to increase motor speed, both resistances converge to their actual values according as the estimated currents converge to the actual ones. Also, flux errors converge to zero after parameter estimation is finished. Fig . 4 shows the case where the motor speed remains zero after flux buildup and 20-N m load torque is applied to the motor at 0.6 s. In this case, since rotor currents do not exist until the load torque is applied, the PE condition cannot be satisfied, so correct estimation for both resistances should not be guaranteed, but even so, it is shown that fluxes are estimated correctly as well as stator currents. Fig. 4 shows that the estimates of both resistances converge to the actual values with the load torque.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were performed using a TMS320C40 digital signal processor and pulsewidth modulation (PWM) inverter with the same motor used in the simulations. PWM switching frequency is 2.5 kHz and the sampling time of the proposed algorithm is 200 s. Stator current and motor speed were measured by Hall sensors and an encoder with 1024 pulse per line, respectively, in every sampling time. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup and Fig. 6 is the control block diagram.
The induction motor is controlled using a field-oriented control scheme. The sampling time of the current controller is 200 s and that of the speed and flux controllers is 2.8 ms. Two kinds of experiments are performed. One is where the rotor flux used in the controller is estimated from model (1) with the actual parameters and the proposed algorithm is performed with some initial parameter errors, as shown in Figs. 7-9 . The other case is where the estimates of the rotor flux by the proposed method with some initial parameter errors are used for a field-oriented controller, as shown in Figs. 10-12 . To eliminate the integral of the stator voltage dc offset, a low-pass filter replaces the pure integral in the identification equations of stator currents shown in the last two equations in (2) . In each figure, (a) shows motor speed and the -axis stator current error, and (b) shows the estimates of the stator and rotor resistances. In the first case, the speed reference is increased to 1500 r/min and then decreased to 1500 r/min to generate torque continuously to satisfy the PE condition. Fig. 7 is the case with zero initial parameter errors and shows that the estimated parameter remains constant. Fig. 8 is the case with 50% initial error of stator resistance and 50% initial error of rotor resistance, and Fig. 9 is the case with 50% initial error of stator resistance and 50% initial error of rotor resistance. In each case, stator voltage starts to be applied to the motor at 0.6 s in each figure. Similar to the simulation, when the motor starts to rotate, it is shown that both resistances converge to the actual values.
In the second case, where the flux estimated by the proposed method is used for a controller, the speed reference changes from 0 to 1500 r/min after flux buildup, and initial parameter error is set to 30%, which is somewhat smaller than the first cases because too much initial parameter errors yield too much initial flux errors, which make it difficult to start up a motor. As shown in Fig. 10 , if there are no initial parameter errors, both resistances remain constant, but if there are initial parameter errors such as in Figs. 11 and 12 , both resistances converge to the actual ones while maintaining control.
V. CONCLUSION
An adaptive flux observer has been derived for induction motors, which can estimate stator and rotor resistances simultaneously. The parameter identification laws are designed so that the estimated stator currents should converge to the measured ones, which guarantees that the rotor flux is also estimated accurately. The proposed method has an advantage that flux can be estimated without rotor currents such as in the case of constant speed and flux region with no load torque. In addition, stator and rotor resistances are estimated correctly under the PE condition. Experiments and simulations show that the PE condition is usually satisfied during operation only if there exists electric motor torque. In experiments, it was also verified that the proposed estimator could be used for a field-oriented control scheme.
